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IT'S EASY...Do it YOURSELF!

FIFTY

John R. Torquate,      Your Car

For Easter

We not only keep your car RUNNING
right, we keep it LOOKING right as well !
Thorough, speedy washing and waxing
is part of our “all-around” auto service.
Drive in today!

GEIBE RICHFIELD
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Encugh for four ENGAGEMENTS | | June

ee El oon.295 LLenane. | MURPHY'S OWN “PELHAM” | gh
Bl AE Enough for a table ter, announce the engagement of | MEN’S SHIRTS ik SPC

and 4 chairsor a bu-182 | their daughter, Ann, to Donald bethtov

® SWEDISH MAPLE PLATINUM BLOND  recu and 4 chairs. of S. Leakway, son of Mr. and| Mary C
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TURN SIGNALS ghd i os 4k 1932 Ford Victoria ® Mod
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| | Miss

Twelve 95 Seven 95 | Twelve 95 | her on
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Would you like a 1954 FORD CRESTLINE SEDAN ed. | Joyclu
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92NashAmbassador 1353 Buick Sedan |’34 Monterey Sedan § = * Jr. Boys’ Also Includes Bow Tie O8 Jack $
R & H, BED-EQPT 2 DOOR, GREY FINISH, R & H, OVERDRIVE 2 Sanforized* cotton broadcloth dress shirts with # ae
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1953 FORD STATION WAGON, 4.-DOOR SEDAN | ty Lat
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ours Eighteen 95 rrEaster Dresses Rs
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